Impacts on Manufacturing Employment
Findings: 5 (1991-1999) to 0.2 (1999-2011) 2) Using a global input-output analysis "The 'China Shock', Exports and US Employment: A Global Input-Output Analysis" Robert Feenstra and Akira Sasahara, NBER w24022, 2017
Findings:
• Confirm the 2 million job gains within manufacturing due to US global exports over 1995-2011, and about 2 million job losses due to imports from China
• But there are a further 4 million job gains in services due to US global exports (services & manufacturing), within small job losses due to service imports
• There are 4 million more jobs created by US exports than by US imports, once we account for services! Quantifying the Employment Effect of Export Expansion Notes: Numbers reported are the employment effect measured in million workers. Positive numbers mean increased labor demand while negative numbers indicate reduced labor demand.
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Summary of the Results 
Previous estimates
Export expansion added 1.9 million manufacturing jobs during 1991 -2007 (Feenstra, Ma and Xu, 2017 Import penetration from China led to 2.0 million job losses during 1999 -2011 (AADHP, 2016 Findings:
• An important part of China's boost in exports since 2001 was rising productivity of its firms due to its own tariff cuts on intermediate imports (and WTO entry) • This boost in productivity explains a 1 percentage point drop in US price index over 7 years, 2000-2007 • The boost in productivity and lower prices for inputs both led to declines in Chinese export prices, which were magnified in the US by the drop in other prices. Findings: • A number of studies have confirmed job losses in due to US manufacturing imports from China ranging from 2-4 million, depending on the time period
• But US manufacturing exports have also added 2-4 million job, while US service exports added 4 million!
• So job gains due to US exports substantially offset the losses due to imports from China, until recently.
• US global imports and exports, including the 'China shock', leads to consumer gains that can be shown to offset the (frictional) losses due to unemployment.
Conclusions:
